LEARNING AT HOME
INFANT WEEK 22
August 17th-August 21st

Dear Families,
We are excited to launch plans for Week 22. There are some great options for physical activities in an
indoor environment. Additionally, some simple ideas with materials available at home to support the
creative undertakings. We hope you enjoy this week’s plan with your little ones!

Language Development
Can you find the… Game

Provide familiar toys, like animals,
cars, balls, baby dolls, etc. in the middle
of the play mat. Ask if your infant if they
can find different toys in a fun hide and
seek game.

Social-Emotional Development
Copycat Games

Play a fun copycat game with your infant
by imitating their actions and encouraging
them to do the same. Use exaggerated
movements and gestures to keep their
attention.

Physical Literacy
Crawling Encouragement

Place a toy of interest in front of your
infant while they are doing tummy
time. Encourage them to reach for
the toy.
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Cognitive Development
Instruments

Play with instruments with your
infant. Encourage them to shake the
instrument to make noise. Point of
the noises that they hear. Use a
different instrument and point out
the different sounds.

Creative Activity
Line Exploration

Making lines using chubby paint brushes
with water on paper or in a sensory bin with
cereal. You can add color to the water
using food coloring. Bring your infants
attention to the marks they leave on the
paper or in the cereal.

Additonal Activities
Sensory: Water play with melting colorful ice cubes and water play toys. Provide small pouring toys such as cups or
pitchers.
Zoo Peek-A-Boo Board: Make a peek-a-boo board using zoo animal pictures and felt or paper for the flaps. Encourage
your infant to lift the flap to see the animal.
Feed the Zoo Animals: Make animal faces out of construction paper. Cut a hole for their mouth and add to a box or
container. Have your infant feed the animal play food or other toys.

